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Thanks to the Field Emission source, it has become possible to perform analysis with a fine focused 

electron beam at low accelerating voltage with high and very stable beam current.  

 

At low beam voltage, the penetration depth of the primary electron and thus the interaction volume 

decreases to sub-µm scale (compared to micron scale of the conventional Electron Microprobe at 15 

or 20 keV). With small beam diameters  (<100nm) at low and moderate beam voltages, the 

analytical spatial resolution – combination of beam diameter and X-ray range- has thus been 

improved and pushed to new limits. Furthermore, with high and stable beam current, trace element 

analysis of 10’s ppm is possible.  

 

Thanks to Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometer of high reproducibility, high sensitivity and high 

spectral energy resolution, the quality of the quantitative analyses similar to those conducted with a 

conventional EPMA is maintained.   

 

The SXFiveFE offers the unique combination of a field emission electron column and Wavelength 

Dispersive Spectrometers of high precision. 

 

The capabilities to accurate quantitative analysis of ever smaller grains at low beam voltage are 

illustrated in figure 1 showing results for precipitates ranging between 2.5 µm and 0.3 µm in 

diameter. The specimen exhibits various sizes of Cu, Mg, and Pd precipitates in a matrix of Mg-Pd 

[1]: for sizes above 0.6µm in diameter, concentrations of Mg, Cu and Pd are flat and stable 

indicating that the X-rays are coming only from the phase. Below 0.6µm in diameter, signals of Pd 

and Mg increase while the Cu signal decreases indicating that the analyzed volume becomes larger 

than the precipitate itself. The X-ray map of Cu acquired on this specimen at 6 keV beam energy and 

displayed in figure 2 shows a sub-micron spatial resolution. 

 

To achieve high spatial resolution at sub-micron scale, low beam voltage has to be used and thus 

only X-ray lines of low energy are available such as L and M lines for atomic number greater than 

20. This is illustrated in X-ray maps of Fe, Ti, Nb were acquired at 6keV beam voltage in a 

composite Fe-Ti oxide grain from a metasomatized peridotite xenolith [2]. The lateral resolution 

measured as the width at16-84% of the total signal amplitude from a reconstructed line scan across a 

sharp interface of the X-ray image is 300nm.  

 

Repeatability and accuracy are the most important criteria of EPMA. The repeatability performances 

are maintained with the SXFiveFE Field Emission source as illustrated in figure 4. A stainless steel 

sample has been measured over several months without re-calibration under 15keV beam voltage 

and 20nA beam current. Major (Fe, Cr and Ni) and minor (Mn, Mo, Si) elements have been 



quantified. A stability -within one sigma confidence interval- better than 0.5% for Iron (67.08 wt%) 

and better than 0.01% for Silicon (0.586wt%) is achieved. 

 References: 

 [1] Sample courtesy of Dr Eric Leroy, CNRS ICMPE Thiais, France.   

 [2] Sample courtesy of F. Kalfoun, D. Ionov, C. Merlet. 

 

                                   
Fig. 1. Quantitative analyses of small Cu, Mg,      Fig. 2. X-ray map of Cu-Mg-Pd small precipitates  

Pd precipitates in Mg-Pd matrix at 6keV.              obtained with the SXFive FE at 6keV. Bar=10µm.                                                            

 

 
Fig. 3. X-ray maps of Ti Kα, Nb Lα and Fe Lα lines of hematite-ilmenite-rutile sample obtained 

with the SXFiveFE at 6keV at 50nA. Bar=5µm. Line scans have been acquired along the overlaid 

red line. 

   
Fig. 4. Repeatability (based on a 6 point series) and stability of the same stainless steel over several 

months. Results in weight %. 
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